**ADVANCE LEADER LINE DRILL.**

**IOWA FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION**

Three man team
Leader Line Advance

**TARGET:** Regulation football on partly hollowed cement block.

**SIMULATED DOORWAYS:**
Centered in the working lanes except that supporting base of doorways shall be at least three (3) feet from the center line of the pavement.

Two and one-half (2½) inch hose from hydrant to gated 2½ x 1½ inch reducer on each line.Reducers to be held in place by sandbags.

Gated reducers to be fastened to piece of wood 1 5/8" x 3 5/8" x 16", to raise reducer off the ground. (Normal 2x4 laid flat.) 2½ inch hose draped to the gated reducer at the start of the drill.

Simulated Doorway Detail
The simulated doorway will be constructed of ¾ inch plywood to dimensions shown in the illustration.

Teams will not necessarily need to construct a doorway of this type for practice. They can use two cement blocks set on the pavement in the proper location as long as they realize that in the actual contest they will have to lay the hose around and through the doorway.